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Abstract— Discovering frequent patterns in large datasets is
one of the more pervasive data mining tasks. Albeit rooted in
market basket analysis, frequent pattern mining can be adopted
in many applications, and on data sources of different nature and
structure; it also provides a basis for several other mining tasks,
such as association rules, classification, and clustering. However,
frequent pattern mining is inherently difficult, in that it handles
typically too many input data, which typically yield too many
patterns as a result – this is often an insuperable obstacle, both
for performance limitations and for the impossibility to discern
the interesting patterns from the many, mostly uninteresting,
extracted ones. Preprocessing based on data reduction and userspecified constraints may be the solution to this problem: it may
drive the mining process towards potentially interesting patterns,
while enabling query optimizations at the same time. We show
how this can be achieved on the basis of a simple yet powerful
idea: combine constraints of different nature to the purpose of
dramatically reducing the input database. The mining process
after such preprocessing is strikingly optimized, both in terms
of performance, and in capability of focussing on interesting
patterns.
Index Terms— Frequent pattern mining, constraints, preprocessing, data reduction.

S the information flood surrounds us in our everyday life,
the need of techniques capable of filtering out uninformative data and focussing on the portion of data containing
the patterns of interest, becomes more and more crucial. In
fact, the knowledge we are seeking for is usually contained
in a small set of local patterns, hidden into oceans of data
that generate mountains of useless patterns. This situation
– too many data yielding too many patterns – is harmful
for two reasons. First, performance degrades: mining generally becomes inefficient or, often, simply unfeasible. Second,
the identification of the fragments of interesting knowledge,
blurred within a huge quantity of mostly useless patterns, is
difficult.
We believe that the main objective of preprocessing should
be to take our size-large knowledge-sparse data and give back
to us size-small knowledge-dense data, possibly without losing
any interesting pattern.
In the vision of constraint-based data mining, it is the
user which specifies to the system what is interesting for
the current application. She drives the mining session by
providing to the mining system constraints which the extracted
knowledge is expected to satisfy, in order to qualify as potentially interesting [9]. Constraints are user’s defense against
the information flood: on one hand they can shrink the search
space and the input data of the knowledge-seeking problem,
thus reducing time and resource requirements; on the other
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hand, they provide focus on the interesting knowledge, thus
reducing the number of patterns extracted to those of potential
interest.
One of the main research objectives at KDD Laboratory
in Pisa is the definition of a data mining query language,
supported by a system able to optimize such constraint-based
data mining queries. We believe that the data analyst must
have a high-level vision of the data mining system, without
worrying about the details of the computational engine, in the
very same way a database designer has not to worry about
query optimization. The analyst must be provided with a set
of primitives to be used to communicate with the data mining
system, using a data mining query language. She just needs
to declaratively specify in the data mining query how the
desired patterns should look like and which conditions they
should obey. Indeed, the task of composing all constraints and
producing the most efficient mining strategy (execution plan)
for the given data mining query should be left to an underlying
query optimizer.
In this perspective, our Lab has invented ExAnte [4], a very
simple albeit effective preprocessing technique for frequent
patterns mining. ExAnte exploits constraints in order to reduce
dramatically the data in analysis to that containing the patterns
of interest. This data reduction, in turn, induces a strong
reduction of the search space of candidate patterns, thus
supporting dramatic performance improvements in subsequent
mining and, sometimes, making feasible otherwise untractable
mining tasks.
F REQUENT PATTERN M INING
Since frequency provides support to any extracted knowledge, it is the most used and maybe the most useful, measure
of interest. For sure is the most studied: during the last
decade a lot of researchers have focussed their studies on
the computational problem of mining patterns which satisfy
a user-defined minimum threshold of frequency [2], [7].
The simplest form of frequent pattern is the frequent
itemset: given a database of transactions (a transaction is a
set of items) we want to find those subsets of transactions
(itemsets) which appear together frequently. Here frequently
means a number of times no less than a given threshold.
This computational problem is at the basis of the well known
Association Rules mining.
The idea of mining association rules [1] originates from
the analysis of market-basket data where we are interested in
finding rules describing customers behavior in buying products. Their direct applicability to business problems together
with their inherent understandability, even for non data mining
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experts, made association rules a popular mining method,
and made frequent itemsets mining one of the most hot
research themes in data mining. However frequent itemsets
are meaningful not only in the context of association rules
mining: they can be used as basic element in many other
kind of analysis, ranging from classification [10], [11] to
clustering [13], [14].
Recently the research community has turn its attention
to more complex kinds of frequent patterns extracted from
more structured data: sequences, trees, and graphs. All these
different kinds of pattern have different peculiarities and
application fields, (i.e. sequences are particular well suited for
business applications, frequent subtrees can be mined from
a set of XML documents, and frequent substructures from
graphs can be useful, for instance, in biological applications,
in drug design and in Web-mining), but they all share the same
computational aspects: an exponential search space and a nice
property of frequency that dramatically prunes such search
space.
T HE A NTIMONOTONICITY OF F REQUENCY
In classical frequent itemset mining, the popular Apriori
algorithm [2] exploits an interesting property of frequency in
order to prune the exponential search space of the problem:
whenever the support of an itemset violates the frequency
constraint (that is, its support falls below the user-defined
minimum frequency threshold), then all its supersets can be
pruned away from the search space, since they will violate
the constraint too. This property of frequency is usually called
antimonotonicity.
The Apriori algorithm explores the powerset of itemsets
(the search space of the problem), testing frequency breadthfirst, size-wise, from small itemsets to larger itemsets, and
exploiting the antimonotonicity of frequency to prune the
search space.
Frequency is not the unique antimonotone constraint: other
constraints with the same nice property can be defined. For
instance one could be interested in mining frequent itemsets
with a total sum of prices ≤ 50$. In this case we have
two antimonotone constraints in conjunction: the minimum
frequency constraint and the maximum sum of prices which
is antimonotone as well. In fact, if we have an itemset which
violates such constraint (i.e. it has a sum of prices greater
than 50$), we can be sure that all its supersets will violate the
constraint. Adding more items to the given itemset will simply
make it more expensive, so it will never satisfy the constraint.
Similarly a constraint on the maximum size of interesting
pattern is an antimonotone constraint: adding more items to an
already-oversized itemset will never make it more appealing.
Another user could be interested in frequent itemsets whose
minimum price is greater than 10$. Even in this case we have
an antimonotone constraint: if an itemset contain a cheap item,
adding more items will not change the situation.
Such constraints can be pushed deeply down into the frequent pattern mining computation since they behave exactly as
the frequency constraint: if they are not satisfiable at an early
level (small pattern), they have no hope of becoming satisfiable

cardinality
sum of prices
maximum price
minimum price
range of prices

|X| ≥ n
sum(X.prices) ≥ n
max(X.prices) ≥ n
min(X.prices) ≤ n
range(X.prices) ≥ n

TABLE I
E XAMPLES OF MONOTONE CONSTRAINTS .

later (larger pattern). Moreover, since any conjunction of
antimonotone constraints is antimonotone as well, they can be
exploited all together, in the same way of frequency, to prune
the search space. The more antimonotone constraints the user
specifies, the more selective the algorithm will be. This means
stronger pruning, which in turn means faster computation and
smaller number of patterns extracted. Indeed, it’s always a
very good thing to have antimonotone constraints.
The case is more subtle for constraints which exhibit the
opposite property to antimonotonicity.
T HE T RADEOFF B ETWEEN A NTIMONOTONE AND
M ONOTONE P RUNING
As already stated, the frequent pattern mining usually
produces a huge quantity of patterns which are mainly uninteresting and very hard to read for the user. One reasonable
user could decide to focus on frequent pattern which are large
enough (more than a given threshold): she knows that she
doesn’t care about small patterns, which are too many and too
little informative. Therefore she feeds her mining system with
such constraint on size, forcing the search to focus on large
patterns.
Another user more focussed on profit could ask to the
mining system to mine only very profitable patterns, i.e. those
patterns with a sum of prices no less than a given threshold.
An essential question arises: “How can the data mining system
exploit such constraints in conjunction with the frequency
constraint?”.
Before answering to this question we should highlight that
these constraints behave exactly in the opposite way of frequency, and they are called monotone constraints. Whenever
an itemsets satisfy a monotone constraint, so will do all its
supersets (or the other way around: if an itemsets does not
satisfy a monotone constraint, none of its subsets will satisfy
the constraint as well). Since the frequency computation moves
from small to large patterns, we can not push such constraints
in it. At an early stage, if an itemset is too small or too cheap
to satisfy a monotone constraint, we can not yet say nothing
about its supersets. Perhaps, just adding a very expensive
single item to the itemsets could raise the total sum of prices
over the given threshold, thus making the resulting itemset
satisfy the monotone constraint.
Therefore the answer to the question “how to exploit
monotone constraints in frequent pattern mining” is not trivial.
All the researchers which have approached the problem so
far, have stated that there is an inherent difficulty in it [6],
[12]. The difficulty is given by the tradeoff existing between
antimonotone and monotone pruning.
Suppose that a pattern has been removed from the search
space because it does not satisfy a monotone constraint. This
pruning avoids checking support for this pattern, but on the
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other hand, if we check its support and find it smaller than
the frequency threshold, we may prune away all the supersets
of this itemset. In other words, by monotone pruning we risk
to lose antimonotone pruning opportunities. The tradeoff is
clear: pushing monotone constraint can save frequency tests,
however the results of these tests could have lead to more
effective antimonotone pruning.
Therefore the answer to the question “how to exploit monotone constraints in frequent pattern mining” has been so far:
“maybe pushing monotone constraints is not always effective,
and however it is not as effective as pushing antimonotone
constraints”.
This was the state of art before the introduction of ExAnte [4].
E X A NTE : T HE R EAL S YNERGY OF A NTIMONOTONICITY
AND M ONOTONICITY
ExAnte is obtained by shifting attention from the pattern
search space to the input data. Indeed, the tradeoff between
antimonotone and monotone pruning exists only if we focus
exclusively on the search space of the problem, which is the
approach followed in the state-of-the-art. But if we take a step
back and look at the overall problem, reasoning on both the
search space and the input database together we can find the
real synergy of antimonotonicity and monotonicity.
Instead of applying monotone constraints to the patterns,
we apply them to the database in input.
Consider the problem of mining frequent itemsets which
satisfy a monotone constraint, from a database of transactions.
Recall that a transaction is nothing more than an itemset, therefore we can apply the monotone constraint to the transactions
in input. The ExAnte property states that a transaction which
does not satisfy the given monotone constraint can be deleted
by the input database since it will never participate to the
support count of any solution. In fact all subsets of a transaction which does not satisfy a monotone constraint, do not
satisfy it too for the monotonicity property. No subset of the
transaction is an interesting itemset, and thus the transaction
is useless because it does not contain any interesting pattern.
In other words, the transaction will never participate to the
support count of an itemset which has some chances to be a
solution to the given problem. Deleting such transactions will
not reduce the real support of interesting patterns. We have
named this pruning of transactions based on monotonicity µreduction.
A major consequence of reducing the input database in this
way is that it implicitly reduces the support of a large amount
of itemsets that do not satisfy the monotone constraint as well,
resulting in a reduced number of candidate itemsets generated
during the mining algorithm. Even a small reduction in the
database can cause a huge cut in the search space, because
all supersets of infrequent itemsets are pruned from the
search space as well. In other words, monotonicity-based datareduction of transactions strengthens the antimonotonicitybased pruning of the search space.
This is not the whole story, in fact, infrequent singleton
items can not only be removed from the computation: for the

same antimonotonicity property they can be deleted also from
all transactions in the input database. This antimonotonicitybased data-reduction has been named α-reduction. Removing
items from transactions has got another positive effect: reducing the size of a transaction which satisfies a monotone
constraint can make the transaction violate the monotone constraint. Consider for instance the monotone constraint based on
the minimum sum of prices: a transaction which satisfies the
constraint having a total sum of prices greater than the given
threshold, might end up not satisfying the constraint anymore
after its infrequent items are removed, since its total sum of
prices might go below the threshold. Therefore a growing
number of transactions which do not satisfy the monotone
constraint can be found. Obviously, we are inside a loop where
two different kinds of data-reduction (α and µ) cooperate to
reduce the search space and the input dataset, strengthening
each other step by step until no more pruning is possible (a
fix-point has been reached).
The situation is as follows. We have two data reduction
techniques, the first one (µ-reduction) based on monotonicity,
the second one (α-reduction) based on antimonotonicity. The

Procedure: ExAnte(T DB, CM , min supp):
where T DB is the transaction database in input, CM is a monotone
constraint, min supp is the minimum frequency threshold, I represents the set of frequent singleton items, Items represents the whole
alphabet of items.
1) I = ∅;
2) forall transactions t in T DB do
3)
if CM (t) then forall items i in t do
4)
i.count++;
5)
if i.count == min supp then I = I ∪ {i};
6) old number interesting items = |Items|;
7) while |I| < old number interesting items do
α-reduce[T DB];
8)
9)
µ-reduce[T DB];
10)
old number interesting items = |I|;
I = ∅;
11)
12)
forall transactions t in T DB do
forall items i in t do
13)
14)
i.count + +;
15)
if i.count == min supp then I = I ∪ {i};
16) end while
Fig. 1.

The ExAnte algorithm pseudo-code.
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item
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

price
5
8
14
30
20
15
6
12
(A)

1st
3
7
5
7
3
3
5
2

Supports
2nd
3rd
†
†
4
4
5
4
5
4
†
†
†
†
3
†
†
†

tID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

(B)

Itemset
b,c,d,g
a,b,d,e
b,c,d,g,h
a,e,g
c,d,f,g
a,b,c,d,e
a,b,d,f,g,h
b,c,d
b,e,f,g

Total price
58
63
70
31
65
77
76
52
49

tID
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9

Itemset
b,c,d,g
b,d
b,c,d,g
c,d,g
b,c,d
b,d,g
b,c,d
b,g

Total price
58
38
58
50
52
44
52
14

(D)

(C)

tID
1
3
5
6
8

Itemset
b,c,d,g
b,c,d,g
c,d,g
b,c,d
b,c,d

Total price
58
58
50
52
52

(E)
tID
1
3
6
8

Itemset
b,c,d
b,c,d
b,c,d
b,c,d

Total price
52
52
52
52

(F)

TABLE II
E XAMPLE : THE PRICE TABLE ( A ),

ITEMS AND THEIR SUPPORTS ITERATION BY ITERATION ( B ), THE INITIAL TRANSACTION DATABASE ( C ), TWO

INTERMEDIATE STATUS OF THE DATABASE ( D ) AND ( E ), AND THE FINAL PREPROCESSED DATABASE ( F ).

first one which deletes transactions from the input database,
the second one which deletes items from the transactions.
The good news is that they strengthen each other, and both
give more power to the antimonotonicity-based pruning of the
search space.
In Figure we have named this fruitful collaboration “the
virtuous cycle”.
We are clearly inside a loop where two different kinds of
data-reductions cooperates to reduce the search space and the
input database, strengthening each other step by step until no
more pruning is possible (a fix-point has been reached). This
is the key idea of the ExAnte preprocessing technique, whose
pseudo-code is reported in Figure 1.
T HE E X A NTE A LGORITHM
ExAnte starts the first iteration as any frequent pattern mining algorithm: counting the support of singleton items. Items
that are not frequent are thrown away once and for all. But
during this first count only transactions that satisfy CM (the
monotone constraint) are considered. The other transactions
are signed to be deleted from the database (µ-reduction).
Doing so we reduce the number of interesting singleton
items. At this point ExAnte deletes from alive transactions
all infrequent items (α-reduction). This pruning can reduce
the monotone value (for instance, the total sum of prices) of
some alive transactions, possibly resulting in a violation of the
monotone constraint. Therefore we have another opportunity
of µ-reducing the database. But µ-reducing the database we
create new opportunities for α-reduction, which can turn in
new opportunities for µ-reduction, and so on, until a fix-point
is reached.
The ExAnte preprocessing returns a much smaller database
(often one order of magnitude) containing only the necessary
data needed to compute all the interesting patterns which
satisfy all given constraints. No information is lost in this
reduction: all the interesting itemsets are still in the reduced
database and with the initial frequency.
After the ExAnte preprocessing any frequent pattern mining algorithm can be run (for instance Apriori [2] or FPgrowth [7]) on the reduced dataset produced by ExAnte,

obtaining the whole set of interesting patterns with a much
smaller (in time and memory) computation. In other words,
the ExAnte preprocessing simply reduces the computational
problem dimensions.
Let us go back to the initial question: “how to exploit
monotone constraints in frequent pattern mining?”. We answer
that there is no tradeoff between antimonotonicity and monotonicity. Actually exists a strong synergy between these two
opposite components, and this synergy lies in data-reduction.
The next examples will clarify this very simple, yet very
effective idea.
P REPROCESSING E XAMPLES
Suppose we have the transaction database in Table II (C)
and the price database in Table II (A). Suppose that we want
to compute frequent itemsets (min supp = 4) with a sum
of prices ≥ 45. During the first iteration the total price of
each transaction is checked to avoid using transactions which
do not satisfy the monotone constraint. All transaction with
a sum of prices ≥ 45 are used to count the support for the
singleton items. Only the fourth transaction is discarded. At the
end of the count we find items a, e, f and h to be infrequent.
Note that, if the fourth transaction had not been discarded,
items a and e would have been counted as frequent. At this
point we perform an α-reduction of the database: this means
removing a, e, f and h from all transactions obtaining reduced
database in Table II (D). After the α-reduction we have more
opportunities to µ-reduce the database. In fact transaction 2,
which at the beginning has a total price of 63, now has its
total price reduced to 38 due to the pruning of a and e. This
transaction can now be pruned away. The same reasoning holds
for transactions number 7 and 9. We obtain database in Table II
(E). At this point ExAnte counts once again the support of
alive items within the reduced database. The item g which
initially has got a support of 5 now has become infrequent (see
Table II (B) for items support iteration by iteration). We can
α-reduce again the database, and then µ-reduce it. After the
two reductions transaction number 5 does not satisfy anymore
the monotone constraint and it is pruned away (see database in
Table II (F)). ExAnte counts again the support of items within
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F

G

H

I
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In this last example we had a stronger synergy between
antimonotonicity and monotonicity, due to the requirement of
being a connected subgraph.
DATA -R EDUCTION R ATE , S EARCH S PACE P RUNING AND
E FFICIENCY G AIN

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

ExAnte preprocessing reduces dramatically the input data
(see Figure 3 (A)). This data reduction, in turn, induces a
strong reduction of the search space (see Figure 3 (B)), thus
supporting dramatic performance improvements in subsequent
mining (see Figure 3 (C)).
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R

(B)

Fig. 2.
Example of ExAnte data-reduction for the mining of frequent
connected subgraphs.

the reduced database but no more items are found to have
turned infrequent. The fix-point has been reached at the third
iteration: the database has been reduced from 9 transactions to
4 transactions (number 1,3,6 and 8), and interesting itemsets
have shrunk from 8 to 3 (b, c and d). The final database
contains only the unique solution to problem which is the
3-itemset {b, c, d} with support 4 and sum of prices 52. Note
that on this toy-example we even do not need to run a mining
algorithm!
ExAnte data-reduction methodology works as well on other
kinds of pattern. Consider for instance the problem of mining
frequent connected subgraphs from a database of graphs [8],
and suppose that the user considers interesting only subgraphs
containing at least 4 vertices. This additional constraint is
clearly monotone. Suppose that the graph in Figure 2 (A) is
one of the graphs in the input database (that is the corresponding of a transaction in the frequent itemsets problem). This
graph contains 18 vertices and its well far from not satisfying
the monotone constraints. Suppose now that vertices H and L
are found infrequent. We can α-reduce this graphs by pruning
the two infrequent vertices. After this α-reduction we obtain
the graph in Figure 2 (B). The graph now contains 16 nodes
but there is no connected substructure of at least 4 vertices:
this graphs will never participate to the support count of any
interesting (solution) subgraph. Therefore we have discovered
that our graph, even if it was quite large, does not contain any
interesting pattern and can be deleted (µ-reduced) from the
input database.

In Figure 3 (A) we show the reduction of the number
of transactions in a transactional database, thanks to the
frequency antimonotone constraint conjoined with a minimum
cardinality monotone constraint. On the Y axis we have the
number of transactions alive in the database, and on the X
axis we have different cardinality thresholds. We show the
data-reduction rate for 4 different frequency thresholds. When
the cardinality threshold is equals to zero the number of
transactions is obviously as the total number of transactions
in the database, since there is no µ-reduction. Already for a
low support threshold as 0.1% with a cardinality constraint
equals to 2 the number of transactions decreases dramatically.
Obviously, the data-reduction becomes larger as the cardinality
and frequency constraints become more selective.
The benefit of ExAnte preprocessing is not only in terms
of input data-reduction: such data reduction in turn induces
a strong pruning of the search space. In fact, as stated in the
virtuous cycle, having a smaller number of transactions means
to have a smaller number of frequent singleton items. But even
a small reduction in the number of relevant singleton items
represents a very large pruning of the search space. In our
experiments, as a measure of the search space explored, we
have considered the number of candidate itemsets generated
by Apriori as possible solutions. In Figure 3 (B) is reported
a comparison of the number of candidate itemsets generated
by Apriori and by ExAnteApriori (ExAnte pre-processing
followed by Apriori) with various constraints. The dramatic
search space reduction is evident, and it will be confirmed
by run-time comparisons. Note that in Figure 3 (B) we use
prices in obsolete Italian Lire (2000 Lira ∼
= 1 Euro).
Moreover in the same figure we have conjoined the frequency
constraint even with a constraint (avg(X.prices) ≥ n) which
neither monotone nor antimonotone, and for this reason is
harder to exploit in the frequent pattern computation. This
kind of constraints is named in literature convertible [12]. In
our experiments we have shown that even this kind of hard
constraints can benefit form ExAnte preprocessing by inducing
a weaker, but monotone, constraint from them (in this case
max(X.prices) ≥ n).
In Figure 3 (C) we report run-time comparisons. Note
that the Apriori computation which benefits from the ExAnte
preprocessing, thanks to the synergy between antimonotonicity
and monotonicity, exhibits very good performance also when
one of the two components is not very selective. For instance
in the figure, when the support threshold is very low, while
Apriori without preprocessing boosts due to lack of selectivity
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Data-reduction rate (A), search space pruning (B), run-time comparisons (C).

of frequency, ExAnteApriori (ExAnte pre-processing followed
by Apriori) can keep the computation affordable thanks to the
selectivity of the monotone constraint. This feature makes ExAnte useful to discover particular patterns which appear only
at very low frequency levels (weak antimonotone pruning) for
which the computation is unfeasible for traditional algorithms.
For instance:
• extreme purchasing behaviors (such as patterns with a
very high average of prices);
• very long patterns (exploiting a very selective cardinality
constraint coupled with a very low frequency threshold).
F URTHER E XPLOITING THE E X A NTE P ROPERTY
The first proposal of ExAnte was a preprocessing algorithm.
However, the basic ExAnte property is a very general idea that
can be exploited in many way.
Trying to generalize the technique from preprocessing
to real mining, we have introduced a constrained frequent
patterns mining algorithm, named ExAMiner [3]. ExAMiner
exploits the basic idea of ExAnte generalizing it at all levels
of an Apriori-like breadth-first computation. In this way,
the antimonotonicity-monotonicity synergy is used at each
iteration of the algorithm, resulting in significant performance
improvements.
The main drawback of this proposal is that the benefit
obtained from the data reduction is not always worth the cost
of iteratively rewriting the reduced dataset to disk. A solution
to that could be to store the database into main memory, where
the reduction techniques can be applied much more efficiently.
But in that case, it doesn’t make much sense anymore to apply
the breadth-first approach of Apriori. In [5] we have explored
the opportunity of a depth-first approach. Currently, the FPgrowth [7] algorithm is the best known algorithm that perform
a depth-first search through the search space of all itemsets,
by recursively projecting the database into smaller databases
in which the itemsets sharing a common prefix can be found.
The FP-growth algorithm stores the actual transactions from
the database in a trie structure and every item has a linked list
going through all transactions that contain that item. This data
structure is denoted by FP-tree (Frequent-Pattern tree). FPgrowth has been shown to outperform breadth-first algorithms
given that the initial database, and all intermediate projected
databases, fit into main memory. If this requirement cannot
be met, this approach can simply not be applied anymore.

Fortunately, the ExAnte property takes care of exactly that.
Thanks to the recursive projecting approach of FP-growth,
the ExAnte data-reduction is pervasive all over the computation. All the FP-trees built recursively during the FP-growth
computation can be pruned extensively by using the ExAnte
property, obtaining a computation with a smaller number of
smaller trees. These tiny FP-trees, obtained by growing and
pruning, are designated FP-bonsai.
The resulting method overcomes on one hand the main
drawback of FP-growth, which is its memory requirements,
and on the other hand, the main drawback of ExAMiner
which is the I/O costs. Experimental results confirm that the
proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms.
Our contribution is particularly important in given that the FPgrowth approach is a general methodology which has been
successfully instantiated to the mining of several kinds of
frequent patterns including closed itemsets, maximal itemsets,
and sequential patterns.

C ONCLUSIONS
Preprocessing should take size-large knowledge-sparse data
and give back size-small knowledge-dense data, possibly without losing any interesting patterns. Following this vision we
have introduced ExAnte, a very simple albeit general and
effective idea in preprocessing input data for mining frequent
patterns of any kind: sets, sequences, trees or graphs. With
the introduction of ExAnte we have shown that there is no
tradeoff between antimonotonicity and monotonicity, belying
a prejudice established in the research community, instead
there’s a strong synergy between the two opposite components.
ExAnte exploits such synergy in order to reduce dramatically the data in analysis to that containing the patterns of
interest. This data reduction, in turn, induces a strong reduction
of the search space of candidate patterns, thus supporting
dramatic performance improvements in subsequent mining
and, sometimes, making feasible otherwise untractable mining
tasks. We have proved experimentally the effectiveness of our
method, using different constraints on various datasets.
This data-reduction technique is one of the basic stones of
a data mining system supporting the vision of a declarative
mining paradigm, where is the user that specify what is
interesting for the application.
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